
MEYLO-CUT 3.000 E and 5.000 E
Foreign Body Separator Pot stationary
with integrated cutting effect

General

An effective foreign body protection for all self-
sucking auger pumps is the MEYLO-CUT. The
device is installed at the suction flange. There
the solid materials (rough food rests or CCM)
in the food are crushed, before they get into
the mixing tank. These pumps are furthermore
protected against foreign body damages and
blockages. The following conveyance system
remains blockage-free, so that an interruption
of work for removing of foreign bodies is no
longer necessary. This dirty and tiresome
activity finally belongs to the past with the
MEYLO-CUT.

From the inlet opening the food is put into
rotating movements. With it heavy foreign
bodies (f. ex. stones or metal) are deposited in
a collective tank. The feed is led upward
through an electric-driven cutting sieve. Fibre
material and light foreign substances are shorn
off through a rotating self-sharpening knife at
the section edge of the sieve holes. The
crushed materials get with the liquid stream
into the subsequent conveyance system. After
completion of the pump work the solid
materials, that are deposited in the collective
tank, can easily be disposed of through a hand
slide.

Hauptmerkmale

powerful foreign body protection
cutting of pulps and rough feeding rests
simple extension in existing conveyance
system
rapid swivel mechanism
avoidance of stopping or damage in the
following pumps, agitator and pipeline
systems
the optimal profile of the sieve made out of
special steel cares for the highest
efficiency. Optional other profiles against
extra charge possible
knives made out of special knife steel,
maintence-free, easily exchangeable and
thru spring tension self-adjusting
simple and clean disposal of sorted out
rough materials thru cleaning connection

Technische Daten

seep through  : 3.000 to 5000 litre/min.

electro-motor  : 3,0 to 5,5 kW 350 r.p.m.

weight  : 165 to 175 Kg

inlet connection  : round-flange 6

outlet connection  : round-flange 6

cleaning connection : slide valve 6
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